
I
t’s not called the Caminho Histórico (the 
Historical Way) for nothing. Pilgrims have 
progressed along the 222km/140-mile route 
from Santiago do Cacém to Cabo de São 
Vicente (Cape St Vincent), Portugal’s  

version of Santiago de Compostela and Finisterre 
respectively, for centuries – although I’ve opted for 
factor-30 sun cream rather than rosary beads. 

The route has been brought together with the 
nearby 122km/76-mile Trilho dos Pescadores 
(Fisherman’s Trail) and launched as the Rota 
Vicentina, with new waymarks and a supporting 
website. It’s the brainchild of a local not-for-profit 
tourism cooperative called Casas Brancas, which 
arranges accommodation and transfers along the 
trails, and hopes to bring more sustainable tourism 
to the Alentejo in the south-west of Portugal. 

Despite the region making up more than a fifth of 
the country and containing some of its most pristine 
natural scenery, the majority of holidaymakers are 
destined for its southerly neighbour: that old 
bucket-and-spade brigade favourite, the Algarve.  
So on today’s whistle-stop tour of both trails in the 
Rota Vicentina, I’m excited to be discovering an 
overlooked corner of Iberia and what the website 
promises is ‘one of the most beautiful and best 
preserved coastlines of southern Europe’.

Castles and cork forests
My morning walk will take me along the opening 
18km/11-mile section of the Caminho Histórico  
to Vale Seco from Santiago do Cacém, where  
the town’s castle greets me with its prominently 
displayed symbols of St James that are adopted by 
all pilgrims: the shell, staff, and water. José Granja, 
part of the Rota Vicentina’s coordination team,  
acts as my guide, and after savouring the fine 
Atlantic views from the castle, he leads me along  
an initially cobbled path that takes us away from  
the coast and into the countryside. 

These rolling green hills in sight of the sea are 
home to Alentejo’s famous montados – the world’s 
largest cork forests. The cork is traditionally 
stripped away from the trunk with an axe head 
every nine years, and José points out where  
the trees have been marked with a number to 
indicate the last time they had some of their bark 
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Left: Malhão beach, just one of many stunning, unspoilt 
beaches along the Fisherman’s Trail

TIME/DISTANCE: Allow around two weeks to walk the entire 352km/218-mile 
network of trails that make up the Rota Vicentina. Owners of Casa Brancas 
affiliated accommodation (www.casasbrancas.pt) are happy to provide drop-off 
and pick-up service along the trails.
TRAVEL: Monarch (www.monarch.co.uk) and easyJet (www.easyjet.com) fly 
directly to both Faro and Lisbon from UK airports. Local trains and buses can 
take you to Alentejo.
FURTHER INFO: www.rotavicentina.com
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of Europe

removed: ‘0’ meaning 2010, ‘1’ 2011, and so on.
Making our way along the forest track beneath 

the twisted boughs of the cork oaks, we come across 
head-high piles of cork that look like doormats from 
a distance. The majority will be used as wine bottle 
stoppers, but some will also find its way into shoes, 
handbags and even car-brake pedals. José estimates 
it could be worth up to 100,000 euros, which 
explains the phenomenon of midnight cork thieves 
who use wheelbarrows to carry away fresh cork 
from trees as farmers sleep.

It’s lambing season and beyond the treeline we 
pass a shepherdess in a field who’s been milking her 
sheep. She asks us what we’re doing and when we 
reply that we’re walking, she admonishes us with a 
wagging finger. 

“Walking?” she tuts. “You should be working!”
The ever ascending and descending path is hard 

enough work for me, so I’m grateful for a rest stop 
in a picture-postcard-perfect orange orchard (well 
out of sight of any disapproving shepherdesses). In 
the cool shade, I devour a Spanish-style omelette and 
a traditional layered cinnamon cake, called folar, 
José had made with his mother. 

Reinvigorated, we return to the forest path past 
the towering, sentry-like white trunks of fragrant 
eucalyptus trees. There’s an abudance of strawberry 
trees, too, whose red and green fruit is the principal 
ingredient of the local firewater, Medronho. The 
region’s other famous snifter is a smoother 
Frangelico-like liqueur called Feitoàmão, which 
is made out of acorns. 

We break out from the tree cover into bright open 
fields dotted with red poppies. José points out the 
beautiful white esteva flower, which is the mayfly of 
the floral world, blooming for only one day. Passing 
through more tranquil meadows on the outskirts of 
Vale Seco, I wonder if such a beautiful landscape 
would remain so unspoilt in other parts of Europe. 
“In this corner of Portugal, we’re proud to protect 
what we’ve got,” José says, as we make our way to 
journey’s end at the charming, dusty hamlet.

Dizzying cliffs and virgin sands
Our next destination is Porto Covo, which marks 
the northernmost point of the Trilho dos Pescadores 
(Fisherman’s Trail), from where we’ll set out for an 
afternoon’s trek, 12km/7½ miles, to the fishing 
village of Portinho do Canal. The majority of the 
trail follows the dizzying rocky clifftops that 
characterize the wild Alentejo and Vicentine Coast, 
much of which is a protected nature park, but there 
are also long stretches of pristine beach walking, 
which really work the ankles and thighs. In fact, 
several Portuguese professional football teams  
are known to use the impressive dunes here for 
pre-season training.

But there are no football teams – or, indeed, 

Clockwise from top left: the Castle and Church of santiago do 
Cacém is an impressive sight on top of a hill; alentejo’s famous 
montados (cork forests) make a magical canopy; idyllic beaches 
are seen dotted below the trail; majestic white and black storks 
nesting high on the rocks
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We pass beach after beach of what look like  
virgin sands – some in tiny, wave-swept coves  
tens of metres below us

Here’s your chance to 
win a four-night Rota 
Vicentina holiday for 
two, courtesy of  
Casas Brancas (www.
casasbrancas.pt) and 
Sunvil (www.sunvil.
co.uk) worth 
£1,000! Our 
winners will follow 
the spectacular 
Fishermen’s Trail and 
visit the Historical Way. 
Prize includes: 

■  Four nights’ 
accommodation in rural 
estates with breakfast. 

■  Return flights with TAP 
from Heathrow to Lisbon, 
including airport transfers. 

HOW TO ENTER 
Complete the entry form 
at www.walkmag.co.
uk/competitions (where 
you’ll also find terms and 
conditions), or send your 
name, address, telephone 
number and email to 
Portugal Competition, 
walk magazine, 
Ramblers, 2nd Floor, 
Camelford House, 87–90 
Albert Embankment, 
London SE1 7TW. Closing 
date is 20 August 2013. 
The first correct entry 
picked at random after 
the closing date will win.

win a trip to 
portUGaL

win!
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anyone at all – to obstruct the stunning Atlantic 
views from the ascending cliff path that stretches 
out before José and I. Levelling out at the plateau, 
José points out to the edge of the promontory a  
few feet away and my heart skips a beat. Perched 
on a rocky outcrop is a great nest of grey twigs, 
with a majestic white and black stork roosting 
proudly on top of it. 

Portugal is one of the European white stork’s  
key breeding territories, and its long red bill can 
often be seen foraging for food in nearby rice  
fields. In this spectacular setting, though, it’s all  
the more impressive and I, carefully following  
José’s lead, respectfully tiptoe past so as not to  
startle what we assume to be a mother. 

We pass beach after beach of what look like  
virgin sands – some in tiny, wave-swept coves  
tens of metres below us that are inaccessible  
by foot. The surging, choppy waters are a mecca 
for surfers, but we come across more anglers  
than boarders, standing fearlessly close to the  
cliff’s edge. My curiosity gets the better of my  
vertigo at one point and I sidle up slowly to one 
fisherman to peer into his bucket. It’s full of live 
bait, including crabs and seaweed – a tasty 
death-row meal for sea bass. As an old Portuguese 
saying goes: “The fish dies by its mouth”. 

But if I think these anglers are brave, José tells me 
of the intrepid men who catch goose barnacles – a 
delicious local speciality. Wearing wetsuits, they 
winch themselves down the cliffs at low tide to hack 
the crustaceans off the rocks they stubbornly cling to 
for as long as they can, before the waves come and 
batter them against the sharp outcrops. I guess 
humans can die by the mouth, too.

As we progress further south, pine forests are 
replaced by cacti, and sandy beaches with stony 
ones. Caves appear in the cliff faces that must  
surely have been the haunts of smugglers and  
pirates during Portugal’s buccaneering maritime 
heyday. My back starts to ache a bit as the 
numerous steep ascents from bay to cliff start  
to take their toll. It feels more suited to a  
mountain goat than a flat-track hiker at times.  
But the cool sea breeze and roar of the Atlantic  
keep me braced and alert right up to our finish  
at Portinho do Canal. 

Everywhere we walk, José is Womble-like in  
his efforts to pick up litter. And to each person we 
encounter, he hands out a leaflet promoting the Rota 
Vicentina and encourages them to volunteer and help 
litter-pick and maintain the route. José knows what a 
natural treasure he has in the Alentejo and the huge 
potential it has for attracting eco-tourists. And with 
each person that leaves the region feeling enrapt and 
satisfyingly sore-footed, like me, the more walkers 
will start to know what a world-class new walking 
destination José has, too. 

Above from left: a brave angler stands perilously close to the 
cliff’s edge; skirting the sand dunes without a soul in sight
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